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iris was created by a team of people who were tired of swiping endlessly, tired of being catfished, tired of fake 
profiles in other words tired of wasting time. Online dating should not be a game, so we ve built an app for 
people who don t have time to waste. Check out our iris Manifesto to learn about our vision for the future of 

dating. iris - Free Dating, Connections amp Relationships The sorting feature will help you navigate through your 
iris lineup by allowing you to organize what you find most... Your personalized recommendations appear in your 

lineup . You can find all other members in the discover tab. 16.10.2019 0183 32 iris is the app for people who 
value authenticity and is designed to make user profiles authentic so you can focus on forming an honest 

connection. We value those who invest their energy into online dating and want to create a community where you 
feel safe, making your experience as effortless as possible. A Dating App That Gets You We want iris to become 

the world s most trusted dating community and change the way people date online by creating an incentive 
system that will reward our members for being honest about themselves and transparent about their intentions. 
EQ is a dating and relationship advice magazine it s the emotionally intelligent alter ego of iris, a dating app 

powered by Artificial Intelligence. 15.04.2021 0183 32 But a new dating app called Iris is looking to change that. 
Its focus is authenticity making sure the people on its platform are who they say they are and mean what they say. 
The app has a rating system for trust so everyone knows others are genuine, and you can even train the AI to learn 

what you like instead of spending time swiping randomly at people in your area. 15.01.2019 0183 32 Iris 
Mittenaere s boyfriend is Matthieu Declercq. They started dating in 2016. Iris had at least 1 relationship in the 

past. Iris Mittenaere has not been previously engaged. She was born to Yves Mittenaere and Laurence Druart. She 
has dated dentist Matthieu Declercq. According to


